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ABSTRACT: 

The Raspberry Pi is a min imal effort single-board PC which has as of late turned out to be exceptionally famous. In this paper we 

showcase our endeavor at building an ease remain solitary gadget which transmits informat ion utilizing the Raspberry Pi with 

Bluetooth and has a resistive touch screen show giving a client interface. The Raspberry Pi is controlled by a changed ren dition of 

Debian Linux improved for the ARM design. The showcase contains a graphical user interface which gives different fields to 

informat ion passage by means of an onscreen console. Likewise, different fields were given to show informat ion got from a remote 

host. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Raspberry Pi is a Master card measured single-board PC 

created in the UK by Raspberry Pi establishment with the goal 

of invigorating the instructing of fundamental software 

engineering in schools. It has two models; Model A has 

256Mb RAM, one USB port and no system association. 

Model B has 512Mb RAM, 2 USB ports and an Ethernet port. 

It has a Broadcom BCM2835 framework on a ch ip which 

incorporates an ARM1176JZF-S 700 MHz processor, Video 

Core IV GPU, and a SD card. The GPU is fit for Blu -beam 

quality playback, utilizing H.264 at 40MBits/s. It has a quick 

3D center got to utilizing the supplied OpenGL ES2.0 and 

Open VG libraries. The chip particularly gives HDMI and 

there is no VGA support. The establishment gives Debian and 

Arch Linux ARM appropriations furthermore Python as the 

primary programming dialect, with the backing for BBC 

BASIC, C and Perl.  luetooth is a minimal effort, low power, 

all inclusive radio interfaces in the 2.45GHz recurrence ISM 

band that empowers convenient electronic gadgets to associate 

and convey remotely by means of short-range, specially 

appointed systems. Bluetooth radios use Frequency jump (FH) 

spread range which separates the recurrence band into a few 

bounce diverts keeping in mind the end goal to adapt to 

extreme impedance. Bluetooth units that are inside scope of 

each other can set up specially appointed associations. Every 

unit can speak with up to seven different units for each 

piconet. To direct movement on the channel, one of the taking 

an interest units turn into an expert and every single other 

member are  slaves. Correspondence in a piconet is sorted out 

so that the expert surveys every slave as indicated by a 

surveying plan.  An expert to-slave bundle utilizes focal 

surveying plan to dispose of crashes between slave 

transmissions.  Resistive touch screen board contains a few 

layers, the most essential of which are two flimsy, straight 

forward electrically resistive layers isolated by a slight space. 

These layers confront each other; with a meager crev ice 

between. The top layer (the screen that is touched) has a 

covering on the underside surface of the screen. Just 

underneath it is a comparative resistive layer on top of its 

substrate. One layer has conductive associations along its 

sides, the other along top and base. A voltage is connected to 

one layer, and detected by the other. At the point when an 

article, fo r example, a fingertip  or stylus tip, pushes down on 

the external surface, the two layers come into contact by then. 

The board then acts as a couple of voltage div iders, by quickly 

exchanging between every layer, the position of a weight on 

the screen can be perused one hub at once. 

 
Fig.i). Ras pberry Pi Board 

 

a) Block diagram: 
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b) RASPBERRY PI MODEL B+: 

Released in July 2014, the Model B+ is an updated revision of 

the Model B. It increases the number of USB ports to 4 and 

the number of pins on the GPIO header to 40. In addition, it 

has improved power circuitry which allows higher powered 

USB devices to be attached and now hot plugged. The full 

size composite video connector has been removed and the 

functionality moved to the 3.5mm audio/video jack. The fu ll 

size SD card slot has also been replaced with a much more 

robust micro SD slot. The Raspberry Pi Model B+ 

incorporates a number of enhancements and new features. 

Improved power consumption, increased connectivity and 

greater IO are among the improvements to this Powerful, 

small and lightweight ARM based computer. 

 

c) BLUETOOTH: 

HC-05 Bluetooth Module is a simple to utilize Bluetooth SPP 

(Serial Port Protocol) module, intended for straightforward 

remote serial association setup. Its correspondence is through 

serial correspondence which makes a simple approach to 

interface with controller or PC. HC-05 Bluetooth module 

gives exchanging mode amongst expert and slave mode which 

implies it ready to utilize neither getting nor transmitting 

informat ion. 
i) Specifications: 

 Model: HC-05 

 Input Voltage: DC 5V  

 Communicat ion Method: Serial Communication 

 Master and slave mode can be switched 

 

ii) Pin Definition:  

Pin  Description  Function  

VCC +5V Connect to +5V 

GND Ground  Connect to ground 

TXD UART_TXD. 

Bluetooth serial 

signal sending 

PIN 

Connect with the MCU’s  

(Microcontroller and etc) 

RXD PIN 

RXD UART_RXD, 

Bluetooth  serial 

signal receiving 

PIN 

Connect with the MCU’s  

(Microcontroller and etc) 

TXD PIN 

KEY Mode switch PIN If it is input low level or 

connect to the air, the 

module is at paired o r 

communicat ion mode. If it’s  

input high level the module 

will enter to AT mode. 

 

 

d) TOUCH SCREEN: 

It features a 2.8" display with 320x240 16-bit color pixels and 

a resistive touch overlay. The plate uses the high speed SPI 

interface on the Pi and can use the mini display as a console, 

X window port, displaying images or video etc. Best of all it 

plugs right in on top! 

It's designed to fit nicely onto the Pi Model A or B 

but also works perfectly fine with the Pi 2, Pi 3 or Pi 1 Model 

B+ as long as you don't mind the PCB overhangs the USB 

ports by 5mm. 

 

 
Fig.ii).AdafruitPITFT2.8:”Touchscren dis play for 

Ras pberry Pi  

 

This design uses the hardware SPI pins (SCK, MOSI, MISO, 

CE0, and CE1) as well as GPIO #25 and #24. All other GPIO 

are unused. Since we had a tiny bit of space, there are 4 spots 

for optional slim tactile switches wired to four GPIOs, that 

you can use if you want to make a basic user interface. For 

example, you can use one as a power on/off button. We bring 

out GPIO #23, #22, #21, and #18 to the four switch locations. 

 

II. PROPOS ED S YSTEM 

To implement this process we use Raspberry pi, Touch screen 

and Bluetooth. Here we will interface touch screen with 

Raspberry Pi and the communication will be happens through 

Bluetooth wirelessly. When we interface touch screen with 

Raspberry Pi we will connect to it through Bluetooth. By 

checking the settings in the Raspberry Pi through touch screen 

we will connect to the device through Bluetooth. When the 

device and user has been connected through Bluetooth then 

communicat ion can be happen wirelessly. Whatever the 

informat ion which you are entered through the touch screen to 

the Raspberry Pi it will be transmitted to the user wirelessly 

through Bluetooth. 

 

a) Interfacing Bluetooth with Raspberry Pi:   

We utilized a Broadcom 2046 Bluetooth 2.1 dongle with the 

Raspberry Pi. The principal errand is to blaze the Debian 

Linux particular to Raspberry Pi controller board and 

introduce the drivers required for Bluetooth in the Raspberry 

Pi. Py BlueZ is a Python augmentation module written in C 

that gives access to framework Bluetooth assets in an article 

situated way. The accompanying orders will introduce the 

Bluetooth stack in linux sudo apt-get introduce Bluetooth 

bluez-utils blueman, sudo aptget introduce Pybluez. When this 

is done, check with hcitool dev to affirm whether the gadget is 

associated or not. The yield of the hcitool dev charge will be 

the MAC location of the gadget. The hciconfig order can be 

utilized to get the status of the connectors. As a matter of 

course the Bluetooth connector will be down. We get the 

Bluetooth connector running by utilizing the summon 

hciconfig hci0 up. For the Bluetooth connector to be 

perceptible by different gadgets and to acknowledge 

approaching association demands both request sweep and 

page output ought to be empowered. To empower this taking 

after order is utilized hcitool hci0 piscan. 

 

b) Socket programming: 

Radio Frequency Communication protocol is used for 

Bluetooth programming. It is a simple set of transport 

protocols that provides emulat ion of RS232 serial ports over 
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the top of L2CAP protocol. RFCOMM provides a simple 

consistent data stream to the client, similar to the TCP 

protocol. This protocol determines the need for a 

communicat ion session so that it requests the L2CA layer 

which initiates a logical link to the Bluetooth radio. Once the 

logical link is formed between the transmitter and receiver, the 

protocol is used to establish the parameters of serial link. Then 

RFCOMM protocols constantly receive the serial data from 

transmitter, identify and packetize the informat ion, and send it 

to the receiver. The MAC address of the Bluetooth receiver 

has to be connected is assign to the variable server_address 

and port 1 is chosen. The RFCOMM protocol is chosen using 

the following instruction sock = BluetoothSocket  

(RFCOMM). This sock.connect ((server_address,port)) is 

used to connect receiver MAC address . After connecting the 

devices the data is sent using the instruction sock . send ( 

Humid ity ).The user enters the data at the transmitter end in 

the GUI as shown in Figure 3. The received data is  as shown 

in android in Figure 4. 

 

 
Fig. iii). Trans mitting side  

 

 
Fig. iv). Receiver side  

 

III. FUTURE SCOPE 

One android application ought to be produced which will 

control the Raspberry pi board remotely by Bluetooth from 

which we can live gushing versatile screen on projector. Live 

gushing of android application screen can be included where 

by android application we can open file  and picture, close 

record n picture, spare documents and pictures.  Another 

future degree is driving the Raspberry Pi utilizing a battery. 

For the present, the Raspberry Pi needs to be associated with 

the force supply by means of the USB power port. In  any case, 

on the off chance that the force goes off, it would turn off the 

Pi unexpectedly. In this way, it would be better if the 

Raspberry Pi is associated with a reinforcement battery power 

supply. 

 

IV. CONCLUS ION 

This framework will lessen the exertion of individual while 

giving the presentation out in the open or in conference. The 

entirety presentation will be controlled through Bluetooth 

application. This framework will be live gushing of present at 

particle work. Merchant will effortlessly control the 

presentation through its versatile application. In this our 

projector will be connected with raspberry Pi where the 

Bluetooth is additionally being connected. This will be an 

ease, simple to utilize framework. 
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